This paper studies and analyses fundamental trade-offs between positioning resolution, tracking bandwidth, and robustness to modeling uncertainties in two-degree-of-freedom (2DOF) control designs for nanopositioning systems. The analysis of these systems is done in optimal control setting with various architectural constraints imposed on the 2DOF framework. In terms of these trade-offs, our analysis shows that the primary role of feedback is providing robustness to the closed-loop device whereas the feedforward component is mainly effective in overcoming fundamental algebraic constraints that limit the feedback-only designs. This paper presents (1) an optimal prefilter model matching design for a system with an existing feedback controller, (2) a simultaneous feedforward and feedback control design in an optimal mixed sensitivity framework, and (3) a 2DOF optimal robust model matching design. The experimental results on applying these controllers show a significant improvement, as high as 330% increase in bandwidth for similar robustness and resolution over optimal feedback-only designs. Other performance objectives can be improved similarly. We demonstrate that the 2DOF freedom design achieves performance specifications that are analytically impossible for feedback-only designs.
Introduction
The last two decades have seen a rapid development in nanoscientific research and related nanotechnology. Recent advances in interrogation, control, and manipulation of various properties of matter at the atomic scale, evidenced by devices such as atomic force microscopes (AFMs) and related scanning-probe microscopes (SPMs), are having a dramatic impact on fields as diverse as biology, materials science, electrochemistry, tribology, biochemistry, surface physics, and medicine [1] . Apart from their impact on science, these advances are fueling new technologies. For example, the ability to manipulate and sense the topography of material at the nanoscale has resulted in new technologies for highdensity data storage [2, 3] . Similarly, the ability to modify material biologically is leading to bio-molecular assays that can be used for drug discovery [4] . However, many hurdles still have to be overcome before the goal of practical, reliable, and routine control and manipulation of matter at the atomic scale is realized.
One of the pivotal requirements of nanotechnology is nanopositioning. Nanoscientific studies as well as applications, such as in scanning-probe microscopy, demand positioning systems with atomic scale resolutions. There is an added impetus on the design of nanopositioning systems since they form the bottleneck in terms of speed and accuracy of most devices for nano-investigation, especially in SPMs. For instance in AFMs, the positioning resolution and tracking bandwidth of positioning systems is typically a few orders less than the imaging resolution and bandwidth that a microcantilever probe provides.
Besides high-precision positioning, most nanoscientific studies and applications impose severe demands on the tracking bandwidth and reliability in terms of repeatability of experiments. High tracking bandwidth is required as many studies, especially in biology and material science, require assaying matter with nanoscale precision over areas with characteristic lengths that are typically three orders or more. Repeatability of experiments is essential for validation of the underlying studies.
This requirement translates to robustness of positioning systems to modeling uncertainties and operating conditions. Devices that are insensitive to (robust to) diverse operating conditions give repeatable measurements, and are hence reliable.
Typical nanopositioning systems comprise a flexure stage that provides frictionless motion through elastic deformation, and an actuator, typically made from piezoelectric material that provides the required force to deform the flexure stage and/or sensing system along with the control system. The main challenges to design of robust broadband nanopositioning systems come from flexure-stage dynamics that limit the bandwidth of the positioning stage, from nonlinear effects of piezoactuation such as hysteresis and creep that are difficult to model, and from sensor noise management issues in control feedback that can potentially hamper the tracking resolution of the device.
The most common approach to increasing tracking bandwidth is to increase the resonance frequency of a nanopositioning system by building devices that are sufficiently stiff and small. However, building small scanning devices limits the maximum traversal of the system to a few microns. A feedforward scheme for improving the accuracy of a nanopositioning system is discussed in [5] . Energybased models of piezoelectric behavior that incorporate the dependence of hysteresis loops on the scan rates are developed and applied to piezoelectric actuators in [6, 7] . These models, which are based on physical principles, predict a greater number of observed features in experiments than the phenomenological models, such as the Preisach model [8, 5] . Feedforward implementation schemes based on these models thus provide better positioning resolution [6] . The use of charge amplifiers instead of voltage amplifiers is another way for reducing hysteresis [9] .
Feedback control designs [10, 11] with large gains at low frequencies have been demonstrated that make positioning resolution practically independent of piezoelectric nonlinearities, where nonlinear effects become negligible compared to measurement noise. Furthermore, appropriate feedback designs are less sensitive to operating conditions than their feedforward counterparts. The feedback control framework presented in [11] determines and quantifies trade-offs between performance objectives, assesses if desired specifications are feasible, and provides a way to design controllers to achieve specifications when possible. More recently, two-degree-of-freedom (2DOF) designs that combine the feedforward and feedback strategies have been reported [12] [13] [14] [15] . In [13] , a 2DOF design is presented where the regular feedback control is appended with a feedforward scheme that exploits the information from the previous scan line to improve the scanning performance for imaging the current scan line. In [14] , 2DOF design schemes are discussed where optimal inversion control (as well as iterative learning schemes [16] ) are used along with the feedback control to get improvements on the feedback-only design. In [15] , a polynomial-based feedback controller is designed to account for pole-location uncertainty along with an inversion-based feedforward controller which provides improved tracking for raster-scan applications.
This paper presents 2DOF control design for nanopositioning systems in an optimal control framework. The main contributions of this paper are threefold. First, it characterizes fundamental limitations on the space of achievable performance specifications in the 2DOF scheme. These limitations are fundamental in the sense that they are completely determined by the device design and are independent of the control design. Based on these limitations, this paper quantifies and analyses the trade-offs between positioning resolution, tracking bandwidth, and robustness to modeling uncertainties in the 2DOF design scheme. This paper discusses the extent of increase in the space of feasible performance specifications in the 2DOF design scheme when compared to feedback-only designs. Second, it poses optimization problems for determining simultaneously both the feedback and feedforward control laws to achieve design specifications that are within the fundamental constraints. It presents the optimal 2DOF control design for three practical scenarios -when the feedback design is given a priori, when performance responsibilities between the feedback and feedforward controls are decided a priori, and when neither feedback design is given nor the responsibility-sharing given a priori. Third, it presents an analysis and comparison of the roles of the feedforward and feedback components of 2DOF design, and studies the extent of improvements over the feedback-only designs. Theoretical assertions are substantiated by experimental data. In particular, experimental results are provided that prove that 2DOF designs do achieve performance specifications which no feedback-only design can achieve.
The paper is organized as follows. Performance characterization of nanopositioning systems and the objectives of and limitations on their control are given in section 2. A 2DOF control framework is introduced and three control design methods are presented in section 3. In section 4, these 2DOF control designs are demonstrated on an AFM scanner and substantiated through experimental results. The analysis and discussion of this framework is presented in section 5. Some observations and conclusions are presented in section 6. function of the scanner comprising the actuator, the flexure stage, and the sensor. It represents the dynamical relationship between its output, the flexure-stage displacement y (which is scaled by a sensor constant), and its input, the voltage u given to the actuator. The relation is denoted by a product operation as y = Gu (or as y = G(jω)u when the relation between the Fourier components of frequency ω is emphasized). In figure 1 , the signal r represents the command signal that the positioning system needs to track, the disturbance signal d represents the mechanical noise-the effects of dynamics that are not incorporated in the model G, n represents the sensor noise, y m = y+n represents the noisy measurement signal, and the transfer function K represents the control transfer function. The main objective for the design of the controller K is to make the tracking error small, that is to make the difference r − y between the desired and actual motions small. In open-loop positioning systems ( figure 1(a) ), where the sensor signal is not fed back to the controller, the performance is severely limited by mechanical noise. The mechanical noise mainly consists of the slowly varying drift and creep, which are therefore prominent in slow scans, and the inertial lag at high frequencies, which is prominent in high-speed scans. Hysteresis affects the systems at all frequencies and is particularly prominent in repetitive raster scanning. These nonlinear effects of drift, creep, and hysteresis are sensitive to changes in operating conditions such as ambient temperature, residual polarization in piezoactuators, and most importantly the operating point, the reference value on the nonlinear inputoutput (input voltage versus stage displacement) graph about which stage motions are calibrated. Therefore, including their precise behavior in device models is practically infeasible, and hence they are treated as noise. Feedback-based schemes ( figure 1(b) ) have demonstrated effective compensation for the creep, drift, hysteresis, and inertial lag problems without requiring their precise models [11] . They compensate for the mechanical noise but at the cost of feeding back the relatively smaller sensor noise. In this paper, we do not consider openloop systems and analyze systems that have feedback along with feedforward components. An advantage of block diagram schematics as in figure 1(b) is that objectives and limitations on the positioning systems can be quantified in terms of the transfer functions for closed-loop systems. We first present objectives and limitations in feedback-only designs and then present the 2DOF framework.
Performance characterization and control objectives
The performance of a nanopositioning system is characterized by its positioning resolution, tracking bandwidth, and robustness to modeling uncertainties. The resolution of the nanopositioning system is specified in terms of the standard deviation σ of the sensor output when there is no actuation of the positioning stage. The measurement noise typically exhibits a zero-mean Gaussian distribution. Thus, 3σ -resolution defined by the measurement noise gives over 99.7% confidence in any signal value that is greater than the resolution. The tracking bandwidth is the range of referencesignal frequencies that the nanopositioning system can track with a given precision. To characterize the robustness to modeling uncertainties, a metric is needed that quantifies how insensitive the closed-loop device is to the modeling errors and operating conditions.
In feedback-only configuration ( figure 1(b) ), these performance specifications can be quantified by analyzing the tracking error. For a given controller K , the tracking error in this configuration is given by
where the sensitivity transfer function S = (1 + G K ) −1 and the complementary sensitivity transfer function
Thus, the tracking error, which is given by the superposition of the error contribution Sr from the reference signal r and the error contribution T n from the sensor noise n, is adversely affected by large values of scan range of r and the amplitude of noise n. Thus, high resolution can be achieved by designing the feedback law K (jω) such that S(jω) and T (jω) are small in those frequency ranges where the frequency contents of r and n, respectively, are large. The resolution of the closed-loop positioning system is determined by the term T n and therefore lower values of T (jω) over larger ranges of frequencies guarantee better resolutions. More specifically, the standard deviation σ of the zero-mean position signal when the reference signal is identically zero, which determines the resolution of the positioning system, is given by
where P n (ω) denotes the power spectral density of the noise signal n. Thus the smaller the bandwidth of T , which is characterized by the roll-off frequency ω T ( figure 2(a) ), the smaller the standard deviation σ , and hence the better the resolution of the closed-loop device. Similarly, in this configuration, the tracking bandwidth is determined by the range of frequencies over which the magnitude plot of the sensitivity transfer function S(jω) is below 1/ √ 2. It is characterized by the corner frequency ω BW as shown in figure 2(b). Note that, unlike typical usage, we use ω BW and not ω T as a measure of the bandwidth. Even though ω T gives a higher numerical value for the bandwidth for the same device, it is poorly related to the actual time constants of the device [17] .
The sensitivity function S(jω) is so called since it is equal to dy/y dG/G , that is it gives the percentage change in the position signal for a given percentage change in the model; therefore it serves as a measure of 'sensitivity' or robustness of the closed-loop loop device to modeling uncertainties. We use the peak value of the magnitude of sensitivity function, S ∞ , to characterize the robustness of the system to modeling uncertainties and operating conditions ( figure 2(b) ). Thus the performance specifications translate to control design objectives of achieving high values of ω BW for high tracking bandwidth, high roll-off rates of T , and smaller values of ω T for better positioning resolution, and low values of S ∞ for better robustness to modeling uncertainties.
Limitations
These objectives have to be achieved under some practical and fundamental algebraic limitations. For instance, it is impractical to have the sampling period faster than the time required by the digital signal processor (DSP) to calculate the steps in the control logic. Thus both high-frequency sampling and high-order control logic cannot be implemented simultaneously.
Similarly, to avoid errors due to the digital implementation of control laws, sampling frequencies around 30 times the frequency range of interest are typically prescribed [18] . Another important practical limitation is that the actuation signal should be within saturation limits of the hardware.
The algebraic limitations on the control design of the positioning systems are fundamental since they are completely determined by the scanner G and are independent of the controller K . For instance, in feedback-only systems S(jω) + T (jω) ≡ 1, which is evident from the definitions of S and T . This algebraic limitation prevents the error e = r − y = Sr − Sd + T n from becoming small in all frequencies since S and T cannot be made small simultaneously. This motivates the search for control designs that achieve a trade-off between the bandwidth and resolution requirements. Besides, for a scanner G with phase margin less than 90
• , which is true for most practical systems, the bandwidth ω BW cannot be larger than ω T [17] . This limitation prevents the feedback control from achieving noise attenuation over the target reference frequency range. Another fundamental limitation that imposes a tradeoff between the bandwidth, the resolution, and the robustness requirements can be explained in terms of the Bode integral law [19, 20] . This law states that for any stable system G such that the relative degree of the transfer function
Remark. The condition on the relative degree, which is the difference of the orders of the denominator and numerator polynomials in the transfer function [17] , is typically satisfied.
More specifically, the open-loop transfer function K (s)G(s)
is designed such that it has relative degree of order greater than or equal to 2 in order to ensure the closed-loop transfer function T has a sufficiently fast roll-off rate at high frequencies for noise attenuation (and therefore better resolution). Also, when a discrete control system is used, this relative degree condition is inherently satisfied [21] .
The limitations from this algebraic law can be explained in terms of the waterbed effect-since the area under the graph of log |S(jω)| over the entire frequency range is zero, S(jω) made small at a certain frequency range has to be compensated by making it large at some other frequency ranges. One direct consequence of this law is that S(jω) cannot be made less than 1 over all frequencies. Therefore S ∞ , the measure for robustness, is at least 1. Moreover, if the stable system G has real non-minimum phase zeros (that is real and positive roots), a stricter fundamental algebraic law holds:
where W (z, ω) = 2z z 2 +ω 2 for real positive zero z [20] . Remark. Typical scanner systems have non-collocated actuators and sensors that are separated by flexure stages. The transfer function models of such systems generally exhibit nonminimum phase zeros.
In this case it can be shown that the integral of log |S(jω)| over a finite frequency region can be bounded from below, thus manifesting a waterbed effect over a finite frequency range. Thus the simultaneous requirements of low |S(jω)| over a large frequency for a high tracking bandwidth, high-order rolloff rates of T at high frequencies for high resolution, and small peaks of the S(jω) compete against each other under Figure 3 . Trade-offs due to the finite-waterbed effect. The Bode integral laws manifest themselves as waterbed effects, where decreasing the magnitude of sensitivity function at a certain frequency range results in its increase in some other frequency range. For instance, making the sensitivity function small (near to 1) at high frequencies to ensure a high roll-off rate of the complementary sensitivity function (since T = 1 − S) for better resolution results in lower robustness to modeling uncertainties (due to higher values of the peak ( S ∞ )) and lower values of tracking bandwidth (since ω BW decreases). Similar trade-offs where one performance objective is sacrificed at the cost of others can be analyzed by studying the finite-waterbed effect.
this limitation. For instance, small |S(jω)| over a specified bandwidth might not leave out enough frequency range to zero out the area in the 'finite-waterbed effect' even with S(jω) at the allowed peak value for the remaining frequencies (see figure 3 ).
Two-degree-of-freedom control design methods
In this paper, we show that the feasible space of performance specifications, which are constrained by the limitations described above in the feedback-only configuration, can be extended by using a 2DOF design scheme. In contrast to the feedback-only scheme described in section 2, where the controller acts only on the difference between the reference r and the position-measurement y m , in the 2DOF scheme, the controller acts independently on them. This scheme is implemented in equivalent multiple architectures as shown in figure 4 .
The feedback-only control scheme is indeed a special case of the 2DOF scheme, where figure 4 . Therefore, 2DOF control design should perform at least as well as the feedback-only design. In this paper we explore to what extent the performance becomes better. In this following, we mainly explain the design in the feedforward-feedback structure (where figure 4 ) for convenience. In the 2DOF scheme, the robustness to modeling uncertainties as well as the resolution of the device are determined only by the feedback part of the controller, that is the transfer function from d to y that characterizes the robustness to modeling uncertainties is still determined by the sensitivity function S = (1 + G K fb ) −1 , and the transfer function from n to y that characterizes resolution is still determined by the complementary sensitivity function
The main difference and advantage in 2DOF control design compared to the feedback-only design stems from the fact that the transfer functions from r to y and from n to y are different and can be designed independently. This difference gives greater independence in designing for better trade-offs between different performance objectives. We use T yr and S er to denote the transfer function from r to y and from r to e, respectively, that is
In this notation, the relevant closedloop signals are given by position:
tracking error: e = S er r + T n − Sd, control (actuation) signal:
The control objectives translate to small roll-off frequency as well as high roll-off rates for T to have good resolution, a long range of frequencies for which S er is small to achieve large bandwidth, and low (near 1) values of the peak in the magnitude plot of S(jω) for robustness to modeling uncertainties. Even though the 2DOF control design has greater flexibility than the feedback-only design, the main challenges to design still arise from practical and algebraic (albeit fewer) limitations. The constraints on hardware implementation in terms of sampling frequencies as well as saturation limits of actuation signals limit the scope of this design too. Similarly, the algebraic limitations constrain the control design in this setting too; for instance, the constraint S(jω) + T (jω) ≡ 1 and the Bode integral law have the same ramifications on the trade-off between the resolution and robustness to modeling uncertainties as in the feedback-only design.
Optimal control design
The design of control laws for achieving simultaneously multiple performance objectives under multiple limitations discussed above makes tuning-based control designs (such as proportional-integral-derivative (PID)) impractical and unviable. In this paper, we use a framework based on robust control theory, where it is first determined if a set of design specifications is feasible, and when feasible the control law K is obtained by posing and solving an optimization problem. The main advantage of using this optimization framework is that it incorporates performance objectives directly into its cost function. This eliminates the tedious task of tuning gains (in a trial-and-hit manner) as in the PID designs (where even the exhaustively tuned gains may fail to yield acceptable performance). These optimization problems are of the form
where is a matrix transfer function whose elements are in terms of the closed-loop transfer functions in (5) and (·) represents a metric on the transfer functions. Here we use the H ∞ norm as a metric on the transfer functions given by
where σ max represents the maximum singular value of the matrix.
We incorporate the design objectives into the formulation of the transfer function in two ways. (5)) and then set as the transfer function from external variables w (called exogenous variables, such as the reference signal r ) to these regulated variables. In this formulation, making small implies that the ratio of magnitudes of regulated variables to external variables is small regardless of the external signals. In fact, minimization in the H ∞ norm is strict in the sense that it minimizes the magnitude of z for the worst case of exogenous variables w.
Remark. It should be noted that these optimization problems have been studied extensively and there exist standard software routines (for instance in Matlab) where H ∞ -norm problems can be solved.
In this section, we present three 2DOF control designs motivated by three practical scenarios. In the first case, we assume that the feedback controller is given and we need to design an optimal feedforward controller that aims at increasing the bandwidth over the existing feedback-only design. In the second case, we pose an optimal control problem where we solve simultaneously for both the feedforward and feedback controllers that achieve certain performance specifications. In the third case, we again solve for the feedforward and feedback components that wrap around an existing feedback-only design in order to give better performance with extra emphasis on improving the robustness to modeling uncertainties. 
Optimal prefilter model matching design
In some positioning systems, there is a pre-designed feedback component K fb which cannot be replaced or changed (for instance, some commercial scanners come with feedback components designed to accomplish specific tasks such as raster scanning). However, typically there are no such restrictions on the feedforward control design since it can be easily implemented as a prefilter on the reference signal. In the design presented here, the feedforward component K pre is so chosen so that the closed-loop positioning system mimics a target transfer function T ref ( figure 5 ). This target transfer function T ref is chosen so that it satisfies desired performance objectives. An advantage of using such model matching schemes is that desired transient characteristics (such as settling times and overshoots) can be incorporated by choosing the appropriate model T ref , and since the closed-loop device is designed to mimic the model, it inherits the transient characteristics too. After noting that the closed-loop device transfer function from r to y is given by T K pre , the feedforward component K pre is chosen by solving an optimization problem such that the H ∞ -norm of the mismatch transfer function E = T ref − T K pre is minimized. Small values of E ∞ guarantee small values for the mismatch error signal (see figure 5) given by
To ensure practical implementation, it is assumed that T ref and T are stable, proper transfer functions.
Note that this optimization problem is trivial if T is a minimum phase transfer function, that is if it has only stable zeros. In this case T −1 is stable and the solution K pre can be easily obtained as
However, typical nanopositioning systems are flexure based with non-collocated actuators and sensors, which typically manifest as non-minimum phase zeros of T . In this case, the optimal solution can be found by applying Nevanlinna-Pick theory [22] as follows.
The model matching problem is equivalent to finding the minimum γ such that 
T serves as the input parameter to the optimization routine. In the 2DOF framework the controller has access to both the reference r and the measured error r − n − y signals.
Moreover, it can be shown that γ opt is equal to the square root of the largest eigenvalue of the matrix A 
The prefilter is given by
Remark. This method requires additional steps for better performance. First, for better tracking, K pre need to be scaled so that the closed-loop function matches the target transfer function at 0 Hz (i.e. the dc gain match). Second, since the obtained K pre may not be proper, a weight function W 0 which is a low pass filter needs to be multiplied so that the W 0 K pre becomes proper.
2DOF mixed sensitivity synthesis
In this control synthesis scheme, both the feedforward and the feedback control laws are solved in an optimal control setting. In order to reflect the performance objectives and physical constraints, the regulated outputs were chosen to be the weighted tracking error, z s = W s e, the weighted system output, z t = W t y, and the weighted control input, z = W u u (figure 6). Using (5), the closed-loop matrix transfer function from the exogenous variables w = [r n]
T to the regulated variables z = [z s z t z u ] is given by
Accordingly, the H ∞ optimal control problem that we pose is min Remark. The choice of weight functions is crucial in this design. The issue of conflicting requirements on the design of S and T transfer functions arising from competing performance objectives is resolved by achieving compromises (trade-offs) between them by designing appropriate weight transfer functions. The weight functions are used to scale closed-loop transfer functions to specify the frequency information of the performance objectives and system limitations. For instance, including W t T ∞ instead of T ∞ to be small (for achieving resolution objective) in the optimization problem, where the weight function W t (jω) is designed as a high-pass filter, forces the control solution such that T (jω) is small at high frequencies (and not necessarily at low frequencies). This weight function allows a compromise, for instance, between the resolution and bandwidth requirements. More specifically, if the condition for T ∞ to be small is imposed instead (i.e. |T (jω)| over all frequencies), the limitation from the Bode integral law leaves little or no room for achieving the robust performance objective.
In (12) , weight functions W s (jω) and W t (jω) are to be so designed that the optimal control problem simultaneously enforces S er to be small in a frequency range that will determine the bandwidth of the positioning system, and the peak value S ∞ to be small to ensure robustness to modeling uncertainties, as well as T to roll-off at high frequencies to provide better resolution. Note that the optimization problem is severely constrained since we have only these two weight functions to shape four transfer functions S er , T yr , S, and T , which in turn are limited by the algebraic constraints such as S er + T yr = 1, S + T = 1. The design of the weight function W u is relatively simpler as it has only one objective of control saturation to account for. In order to alleviate this problem, we introduce two new weight functions W r and W n that carry the information content of input signals r and n, respectively. Thereby, the transfer matrix for optimization in (12) 
T is sought through the optimal control problem.
Remark. Note that the inclusion of weights W r and W n does alleviate, to an extent, the severity of constraints on the optimal control problem which requires shaping four transfer functions. Even with these additional weighting functions, the shaping of these transfer functions is still not unconstrained since they are not independent even though the input-weighting functions (W r , W n ) and the output-weighting functions (W s , W t ) can be chosen independently. The limitation stems from these weight functions appearing as products in (13), which reduces the flexibility in their choice.
2DOF optimal robust model matching designs
In some nanopositioning systems, the issue of robustness to modeling uncertainties is critical. Systems with pre-designed feedback control have satisfactory performance (resolution and bandwidth) when experiments are conducted very carefully at 'near nominal' operating conditions. However, there is rapid degradation of performance (it sometimes even become unstable) when the operating conditions deviate from the nominal condition. In [23] , control designs based on the Glover-McFarlane method [24, 25] that wrapped around pre-existing controllers were implemented that resulted in substantial improvements in robustness. Here we present a control design where we pose and solve an optimal control problem that simultaneously designs a wrap-around feedback controller for robustness as well as the feedforward controller for better bandwidth. We use a 2DOF control design developed in [26, 27] that uses model matching where the transfer function of the closed-loop device is made to match a prespecified target transfer function T ref .
In this design formulation, we represent the modified scanner system by G s = G K s , where G represents the scanner and K s represents the pre-existing controller. The corresponding 2DOF optimal control problem can be explained in terms of figure 7. The optimization routine seeks K = [K r K y ] such that the closed-loop system guarantees 'optimal' robustness to modeling uncertainties as well as minimizing the mismatch between the transfer function from r to y and a target transfer function T ref . The condition for robustness is imposed by requiring the controller to guarantee stability for a set of transfer function models that are 'close' to the nominal model G s . More specifically, the optimal control problem is cast in such a way that the resulting controller guarantees the stability of the closed-loop positioning system where the shaped scanner system is represented by any transfer function G p in the following set:
where
represents the uncertain (unmodeled) dynamics, and γ specifies a bound on this uncertainty.
Remark. This characterization of robustness is specifically apt for many nanopositioning systems which typically have very low damping coefficients (<0.01 are common). The optimal control problem is cast in the H ∞ optimal control set-up (described in the previous section). More specifically, the signals z = [u T y T e T ] T are chosen as regulated variables and the controller K is obtained which minimizes the H ∞ norm of the transfer function zw from w = [r T φ T ] T to z (see figure 7 ) described by
Here the exogenous signal φ represents a disturbance signal that is the effect of the unmodeled dynamics. Thus by making the norm on the matrix transfer function small, we make the closed-loop device insensitive to the effects of unmodeled dynamics. For instance, the smaller the zw ∞ , the smaller is the effect of the disturbance φ on the mismatch signal e. This implies that the mismatch signal has been made insensitive to the Remark. An additional step is required to improve the tracking performance. As a final refinement for the tracking problem, K r needs to be scaled so that the closed-loop transfer function matches the reference transfer function for the steady state problem as in the optimal prefilter model matching design. A scale constant W 0 is defined as
and the resulting controller becomes
K = [K r W 0 K y ].
Experimental implementation and demonstration of control designs
This section demonstrates the optimal control framework presented above on a two-dimensional flexure scanner of molecular force probe (MFP-3D) from Asylum Research Inc., Santa Barbara, CA.
Device description
A schematic of the nanopositioning system (the scanner) is shown in figure 8 . It has two flexure components with component 'X ' stacked over the 'Y ' where the sample-holder is carried by the 'X '-component. Each stage, by virtue of the serpentine spring design, deforms under the application of force, providing motion. These forces are generated by stack-piezos. There are three piezoactuators in series for each axis. The motion of each flexure component is measured by the corresponding nanopositioning sensors which is modified from the linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) and the associated demodulation circuit. The piezoactuators lead to a travel range of 90 μm in a closed loop in both directions. The nanopositioning sensors have noise less than 0.6 nm (deviation) over 0.1-1 kHz bandwidth.
The control law is discretized and implemented on a Texas Instrument TMS320C6713 DSP using code composer studio 
Identification
Physical modeling of the device is difficult due to its complicated structural design and poorly understood piezoactuation phenomena, and attempts in that direction typically result in complex dynamic models which are not easy to design control for. Therefore, identification techniques were used to derive linear models about an operating point, where the sensor output gave a 'zero' reading corresponding to 'zero' input to the piezoactuators. The device is viewed as a two-input-two-output system in which the low-voltage signals to the X and Y amplifiers are the inputs and the motions of X and Y flexure-stage components measured by the corresponding sensors are the outputs. This results in four input-output transfer functions G i j , i, j in {x, y}. Here G i j represents the transfer function from input j to output i . The frequency-response-based identification was done where a sine-sweep over a bandwidth from 1 Hz to 2 kHz with amplitude 10 mV was given to each axis using an HP 35670A signal analyzer. From the identification results, both the X and the Y crosstalk, represented by G xy and G yx , are seen to be relatively small ( G xy (jω) ∞ and G yx (jω) ∞ are less than −17.76 dB), which is expected since, by design, the X and Y flexure components are decoupled and are orthogonal to each other. Therefore, the nanopositioning system is modeled by two independent single-input-single-output (SISO) units. The mode of operation of this device is such that higher-bandwidth requirements are made on the smaller stage X whereas the Y stage is made to move relatively slowly. Hence, there is a greater emphasis on the control designs for the X stage, which is presented in this paper.
This process was repeated to obtain the frequency responses of the system at different operating points (by giving various dc offsets) spanning the range of operation of the device ( figure 10(a) ). The variation in these responses is indicative of the modeling errors (uncertainties) in our identification scheme. In addition, it was observed that the frequency response at the same operating point varies when obtained at different times. In view of these uncertainties, robustness of the closed-loop system is a critical requirement of control design. The nominal frequency response of the system is obtained from averaging five experiments on the nominal operating point which is at dc offset corresponding to 0 V output value. Figure 10(b) shows the Bode diagram of the fitted mathematical model with the nominal experimental result. Weighted iterative least square fitting was performed over 0-1 kHz and the reduction through balanced realization [29] resulted in the following seventh-order model: .
This seventh-order model did not capture the dynamics beyond 500 Hz, as shown in figure 10(b) . Its use is justified since the frequency range of interest is less than 500 Hz and larger models result in implementations of higher-order control which cannot be accommodated by the processor with short sampling time. This modeling uncertainty from using a loworder model was accounted for by imposing the requirement of making the closed-loop system robust to it in the control design.
Control design, implementation and analysis
The three types of 2DOF control design described in section 3 were applied to the MFP-3D scanner.
Optimal prefilter model matching.
For the purpose of illustration, we designed the feedback 'pre-existing controller' by using a feedback-only design with an H ∞ optimal framework which achieves much better bandwidth when compared to PI/PID designs [11] . Therefore, improvements resulting from the application of our model matching shown in this paper are even more significant when applied to typical scanners that commonly use PI/PID-based feedback controllers. A ninth-order feedback controller K fb was obtained as a result of a mixed sensitivity H ∞ optimization for feedback-only designs given by 
This feedback-only design yielded a bandwidth of 49.4 Hz, a roll-off frequency of 60.1 Hz, and S ∞ of 1.15 for the closedloop device (represented by solid lines in figure 11 ). The prefilter is designed in pursuit of matching T as
by using the Nevanlinna-Pick solution, which gives the control law as the following:
Before directly applying this control law, it is slightly modified (using steady state gain matching and multiplication of the weighting function) as discussed in section 3.1. The control law from the NP solution is improper and has relative degree equal to −2, and therefore we multiply it by the weight function W 0 = 1 (1×10 −4 s+1) 2 so that it becomes proper. The scaling factor 1.25 also multiplies W 0 K pre for the dc gain match. Figure 11 shows the experimentally obtained transfer function from the reference to the error, i.e. S from the feedback control and S er from the 2DOF control, which represent the tracking performance (ω BW = 49.4 Hz (feedback), = 214.5 Hz (2DOF)), and the transfer function from the reference to the output, i.e. T of the feedback control and T yr of the 2DOF control. Thus this 2DOF design yields an improvement of over 330% in bandwidth over the feedbackonly design. Since the feedback components of the two designs are the same and this component completely determines the robustness to modeling errors (characterized by S ∞ ) as well as the positioning resolution (characterized by ω T ), the resolution and robustness remain the same for both devices. An interesting observation is that the tracking bandwidth ω BW is greater than the roll-off frequency ω T = 60.1 Hz, which is impossible in feedback-only design. to be large at high frequencies (we chose ω T around 75 Hz). The range of frequencies where S is small (required for small tracking error) is restricted to small frequencies since small T at high frequencies implies S to be near 1 at high frequencies.
ensures S is small at low frequencies and allows for its cross-over frequency to be small enough to make the designed ω T feasible. Figure 12 shows the choice of the weight functions that reflect these objectives. .
The feedforward and feedback control laws obtained from H ∞ mixed sensitivity synthesis procedure were implemented. 
2DOF optimal robust model matching.
Proportionalintegral (PI) and proportional-integral-integral (PII) controllers are the most common controllers currently used in commercial scanning-probe microscopes. Their popularity stems from the fact that they are simple to implement, and easy for users to develop a feel for tuning them. Moreover, PII controllers track ramp signals, which can partially represent raster scan, with zero steady state error. The PII controller has the structure
After an exhaustive search over the space of controller parameters to meet the performance and robustness requirement, k p = 0 was chosen to get the roll-off of 2 for high-frequency noise attenuation and k i = 1.1 × 10 3 and k ii = 6.2 × 10 4 were chosen to meet the bandwidth and robustness requirements. Experiments with the resulting controller showed the bandwidth of a closed-loop device to be 81 Hz and the roll-off frequency ω T at 235 Hz, and S ∞ to be 1.54 ( figure 15 shows the experiment results for this PII-based feedback-only design). The design outlined in section 3.3 was applied to G xx with K s = K PII , ρ = 3, .
(20) Figure 15 (a) compares the experimentally obtained response from the reference to the error, i.e. S from the feedback-only control and S er from the 2DOF control, which represent the tracking performance. There is over 64% improvement in the tracking bandwidth (ω BW = 81 Hz (feedback), = 133 Hz (2DOF)). Figure 15 Comparison of S(jω) shows the improvement of robustness ( S ∞ = 1.52 (feedback) = 1.21 (2DOF)). Note that this design process improves the bandwidth and robustness at the same time for fixed resolution, which is generally impossible due to fundamental limitations in feedback-only designs. As discussed in section 3, this design achieves robustification and model matching simultaneously and wraps around the pre-existing control. Accordingly the closed-loop system with this design achieves better robustness to modeling errors and tracking bandwidth compared to the system with only a pre-existing controller. However, if the pre-existing controller results in a closed-loop device that is robust to modeling errors but has insufficient bandwidth, then this process increases the bandwidth without adversely affecting the robustness, and vice versa [30] .
Analysis and discussion

Trade-offs between performance objectives
One of the main advantages of the formulation of these optimal designs, besides providing an apt framework for incorporating design specifications and achieving them, is that their analysis gives significant insights into the trade-offs between difference objectives and relative roles of feedforward and feedback components. For instance, let us analyze the first two rows in equation (12) which reflects the tracking bandwidth and positioning resolution objectives. The term Sn in z s = W s S er r − W s Sn and the term T n in z t = W t T yr r − W t T n quantify the deteriorating effects of noise on tracking bandwidth and positioning resolution, respectively. They cannot be made small in the same frequencies since S and T cannot be made small simultaneously. This problem is resolved by designing weight functions W s and W t that separate these objectives in the frequency domain. An inappropriate choice of these weight functions can lead to an infeasible optimization problem.
Relative roles of feedforward and feedback
Since S er = S(1 − G K ff ) and S cannot be made small over the entire bandwidth range (in order to allow for noise attenuation), the feedforward control K ff plays an 'active' role in making S er small beyond the frequency where S is not small (say greater than 1/ √ 2). Also, since S = (1 + G K fb ) −1 is completely determined by K fb , the feedback component is dominant in frequencies where S is small. This in turn implies that robustness to modeling errors is solely determined by K fb , and therefore the feedforward component has a very little role in low frequencies (where typically robustness requirements are specified). For instance, figure 16 shows the Bode diagram for figure 4(b) . Figure 16(a) shows the controller from the optimal prefilter model matching design. Note that, in low frequencies, the control law is essentially feedback-only since K r and K y have almost same magnitude and are 180
• out of phase, i.e. K tr ≈ −K t y , and therefore u ≈ K y (r − y). The 2DOF nature of the control becomes active at high frequencies (>50 Hz), that is near the bandwidth achieved by the pre-existing control design. Similarly, in the controller from the 2DOF optimal robust model matching design, the feedforward part is dominant at high frequencies (>100 Hz) ( figure 16(b) ).
From the above discussion, the main contribution of the feedforward component is in the frequency range where S is no longer small. However, this frequency range is limited. Typically, nanopositioning devices have very poor capabilities to provide motions beyond their flexure resonance frequencies. This is characterized by high roll-off rates of Thus the feedforward components provide performance enhancements over feedback-only designs in the frequency range from the corner frequency of S to the flexure resonance frequency. This perspective is further justified from the fact that the 2DOF mixed sensitivity optimal control designs (where the optimization problem formulation does not discriminate between feedforward and feedback components with respect to performance objectives) do not provide characteristically better performances than the 2DOF optimal robust model matching designs (where the optimization problem formulation places a robustness requirement on the feedback component and a bandwidth enhancement objective on the feedforward component).
Breaking barriers of feedback-only design
The 2DOF design is not bound by some fundamental limitations that constrain the feedback-only designs. For instance, the results in section 4 show that, in the 2DOF design, the tracking bandwidth ω BW of the closed-loop device can be made larger than the roll-off frequency ω T which determines the resolution. The corner frequency ω BW can never be made larger than ω T in feedback-only design, which suffers from a stricter trade-off between the resolution and the bandwidth. In optimal prefilter model matching control design, the closedloop system has a bandwidth ω BW of 214.5 Hz and a rolloff frequency ω T of 60.1 Hz while the H ∞ feedback-only controller has a bandwidth of 49.4 Hz and the same roll-off frequency. This gives a case where 2DOF design achieves specifications that are impossible to attain with feedbackonly design (see page 39 in [17] ). In contrast to the results obtained by 2DOF design, the simultaneous improvement in the bandwidth and robustness at fixed resolution is typically difficult to achieve in feedback-only design.
Control design extensions
The 2DOF designs presented here can be easily extended to achieve a larger class of design specifications than presented in this paper, with trivial modifications to the designs presented here. For instance, we have not exploited the frequency content of the reference signals in our designs. This can be easily incorporated by writing the reference signal as r = H (jω)r , where r is an arbitrary signal (as used in our analysis) and the transfer function H (jω) reflects the frequency content of the signal. Alternatively we can incorporate the frequency content of the reference signal through the model transfer functions T ref or through weight transfer functions. In this paper, we have demonstrated experiments that achieve typical trade-offs between performance objectives. We can achieve extreme trade-offs by suitably designing the reference transfer functions T ref or weight transfer functions. For instance, very high resolution can be achieved by trading off severely on the tracking bandwidth. In [31] , this tradeoff (albeit in feedback-only design) yielded subnanometer resolution for the nanopositioning system described here. In fact, in this design the scanning speed for repetitive scans was not sacrificed by making the closed-loop device behave as a small-bandwidth device around the scanning frequency.
Integration of device and control design
In this paper, we have presented control designs assuming that the scanner G has already been designed. The integration of control design and device design can lead to a further increase in the closed-loop device performance. For instance, in [32] lighter positioning systems with single moving mass for multiple directions albeit with high cross-coupling effects are presented. The lighter mass results in higher flexure resonance frequencies and the control design decouples the cross interactions which has resulted in an overall superior device. The fundamental limitations developed in this paper can be used in the analysis of device design that will enable better closed-loop devices. For instance, the device design can be altered and resulting changes in non-minimum phase zeros (or their locations) be monitored that will result in better closed-loop devices.
Conclusions
This paper describes 2DOF control methods for nanopositioning systems. In nanopositioning systems, along with high bandwidth and high resolution, robustness assumes great significance. A robust linear controller is needed to tackle the nonlinearities associated with piezoactuation and the changing flexure dynamics without having to design specific nonlinear controllers. The design goals of robustness, bandwidth, and resolution can be quantified in a straightforward manner in the framework of modern robust control. 2DOF control design which deals with the reference and the measured output signal separately has better capability to satisfy robustness and performance objectives. Three types of 2DOF control design (optimal prefilter model matching design, 2DOF mixed sensitivity synthesis, and 2DOF optimal robust model matching design) are described. The control designs when implemented on an AFM have given substantial improvements in bandwidth (as high as 330%) for the same resolution and robustness. Other performance objectives can be improved by appropriately designing the weight function or target transfer function. The trade-off imposed by fundamental limitations in 1DOF can be relaxed through 2DOF control. The experiments demonstrated that the 2DOF design presented here achieved design specifications that were analytically (and therefore practically) impossible for feedback-only designs. Here the comparisons have been made to feedback-only designs which by themselves have obtained significant improvements over commercial devices [11] . This paper presents a detailed analysis of fundamental limitations on the nanopositioning systems as well as the fundamental trade-offs between the performance objectives.
